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Abstract— We present exploration and mapping strategies
for a mobile robot moving among a finite collection of convex
obstacles in the plane. The obstacles are unknown to the robot,
which does not have access to coordinates and cannot measure
distances or angles. The robot has a unique sensor, called the
gap sensor, that tracks the direction of the depth discontinuities
in the robot’s visibility region. Furthermore, the robot can only
move towards depth discontinuities. As the robot moves, the
depth discontinuities split and merge, and these changes are
encoded in a Gap Navigation Tree. We present a strategy for this
robot that is guaranteed to explore the whole environment, but
that cannot decide whether the exploration has been completed.
If in addition it is assumed that the robot has access to a pebble,
which is an identifiable point that the robot can manipulate,
then we prove that the robot can decide (in polynomial time
in the number of obstacles) whether the environment has been
completely explored. For this, the robot is able to distinguish
every obstacle using only the gap sensor and a single pebble.
These results are a continuation of our previous work on gap
sensing for multiply connected environments [24], in which we
reduce the sensing requirements for the robot by constraining
the shape of the obstacles.

I. I NTRODUCTION
These paper focuses on developing systematic exploration
strategies for robots moving in unknown environments [4],
[9], [10]. This is inspired from the lost-cow problem, in
which a cow moves along a fence trying to find a gate to
access a pasture. The cow does not know where the entrance
is, or how far it could be. A solution to the lost cow problem
is a strategy for the cow that guarantees it will find the gate.
This problem is usually modeled by considering the fence
as the integer line, with the cow starting at the origin, and
the gate positioned at some number d, unknown to the cow.
Consider the strategy in which at each stage i, the cow walks
2i steps in one direction, comes back to the origin, walks
2i steps in the opposite direction, and finally comes back
to the origin. In the worst case, the cow takes 9d steps, and
this in fact minimizes the worst case distance traveled by the
cow [1]. Note that the cow cannot determine the absence of a
gate in the fence. In such a case, no cow strategy terminates,
as the search for the gate continues forever.
In our case, the “cow” is a robot moving in the plane,
the “fence” is a finite collection of indistinguishable convex
obstacles, and the “gate” becomes a treasure, which is an
identifiable point in the environment, recognized as soon as
it enters the robot’s omnidirectional and unbounded field
of view. Here we assume that the robot has an abstract
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sensor [7] that reports the order of depth discontinuities in
the robot’s visibility region. These depth discontinuities are
characterized by the obstacle they start at from the robot perspective, and by the side to which they hide the environment
to the robot. Two discontinuities with the same origin and
side are considered equivalent, and the equivalence classes
are called gaps. To characterize its environment, the robot
builds a dynamic data structure, called the Gap Navigation
Tree (GNT), entirely from online sensor measurements. Once
constructed, it encodes paths from the current position of the
robot to any place in the environment [24].
Can convex obstacles be distinguished with only gap
sensing? In Section III we present a strategy that systematically explore the environment reachable by the robot, using
uniquely a gap sensor. Even though this strategy guarantees
that all of the environment is eventually explored, it does not
terminate. In Section IV, we further assume that the robot
has access to one pebble, which is a special point that can
be detected and moved by the robot. We prove that with the
pebble, the robot can decide, in polynomial time, whether
the environment has been completely explored. This is done
by distinguishing obstacles using only the gap sensor and a
single pebble.
This work is a continuation of our study of minimal
robot models by sensing gaps. In [24] we presented an
exploration strategy for multiply connected environments
assuming the robot could distinguish among the obstacles.
In this paper we remove this assumption, but constrain the
obstacles to be convex. This constrain is only necessary
for deciding whether the environment has been completely
explored, since a systematic search of the environment is still
possible among non-convex obstacles. Our work is inspired
by minimal sensing for mobile robots from works such as
bug algorithms [11], [12], [13], [16], [17], in which a robot
that combines global knowledge with local information is
able to navigate among boundary components and reach
a known goal. In the case of bug algorithms, the robot
navigation capabilities are simple (movement towards boundary components and wall-following), no representation of
the environment is maintained, and the global information
consists only of the position of the goal. These characteristics
allow the use of bug algorithms in robots that have very
limited sensing capabilities and unreliable motion control.
More importantly, the memory required for the algorithms
is constant. Such online exploration strategies make simple
motion models and attempt to reduce the amount of memory
or total distance traveled [3], [5], [6], [8], [9], [14], [15], [18],
[19], [23].

II. BASIC D EFINITIONS
Let O be a nonempty finite collection of pairwise-disjoint
sets in the plane R2 , called the obstacles. Each O ∈ O is
compact (i.e., closed and bounded), and convex, meaning
that the closed line segment joining any two points in O
does not intersect R2 \O. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
boundary ∂O of each O ∈ O is piecewise-analytic. Let F ,
the free space, be the closure of R2 \ O (i.e., the plane
minus the interior of the obstacles). We model the robot’s
configurations as the set X = F × S 1 ⊆ SE(2). Observe
that F includes the boundary of the obstacles, therefore, the
robot can execute compliant motions (i.e., in contact) with
the obstacles.
For q ∈ F , let V (q) be the visibility region of q, in which
p ∈ V (q) if and only if the closed line segment joining p and
q does not intersect R2 \ O. The visibility region consists of
three kinds of segments:
1) Curve segments completely contained in ∂F .
2) Compact line segments collinear with q, and which
intersect ∂F only at their endpoints, both of which
belong to ∂F .
3) Half-lines collinear with q, which intersect ∂F only at
their unique endpoint.
Segments of the second and third kind are called depth
discontinuities. If a depth discontinuity d is a half-line,
define the origin of d, o(d), as the obstacle O ∈ O that
contains the endpoint of d in its boundary. Otherwise, if a
depth discontinuity d has two endpoints, define o(d) as the
obstacle O ∈ O that contains the endpoint of d closer to q
in its boundary. Each depth discontinuity d is directed, and
starts from the point in o(d). Every depth discontinuity d
receives a label s(d) of left or right, depending on which
side of d F \ V (q) is, as seen from q. If depth discontinuities
are reported counterclockwise from a visibility region, then
the left label corresponds to a transition from far to near,
and the right label corresponds to a transition from near to
far [24]. This label also corresponds to the side of the depth
discontinuities on which the obstacle appears, as seen from q.
Now we define gaps in terms of depth discontinuities:
Definition 1: Two depth discontinuities di and dj are said
to be equivalent if o(di ) = o(dj ) and s(di ) = s(dj ). The
equivalence classes of depth discontinuities are called gaps.
We cannot use Definition 1 for gaps with non-convex
obstacles. This is because with non-convex obstacles, distinct
gaps may share the same origin, and have the same side label.
Every obstacle O ∈ O is the origin of exactly two gaps, one
labeled right, and the other labeled left. We say that these
two gaps are associated with obstacle O. Let r(O) and l(O)
be the gaps associated with O, with side label right and left
respectively.
Sensor: We consider a robot which is not able to
compute V (q), but that instead has a gap sensor, which is
able to track the gaps in V (q) at all times, reports them in
their counterclockwise cyclic order as they appear in V (q),
and determines their side labels. Note that the gaps’s size,
angle, origin, and distance to the robot are not reported by

the gap sensor.
Motion primitive: The robot moves by chasing gaps.
To chase a gap, the robot orients its heading with the gap,
and moves towards it.
A. The Gap Navigation Tree
Here we give a brief description of the Gap Navigation
Tree data structure. For the complete description please refer
to [24]. In a Gap Navigation Tree, the root represents the gap
sensor, and each vertex represents a gap. Children of the
root represent gaps currently detected, and are maintained
in the cyclic order in which they appear in the gap sensor.
As the robot moves in F , V (q) changes combinatorially. In
particular, the number of gaps in ∂V (q) may decrease or
increase through the following critical events:
• Gaps merge. For gaps gi and gj assume that q is closer
to o(gi ) than it is to o(gj ). If gj becomes collinear with
gi , so that gj is no longer contained in ∂V (q), then we
say that gj merged into gi .
• Gaps split. Let gi and gj be two gaps, so that gj became
part of ∂V (q) by first being collinear with gi . We say
that gi split, or that gj split from gi .
Note that since every O ∈ O is compact and convex, gaps
may only split or merge, but they cannot appear or disappear.
If a gap splits, then the corresponding child of the root is
replaced with two children. When two gaps merge, the two
corresponding children of the root become the children of
a new vertex, and this new vertex becomes a child of the
root. A sequence of vertices from the root to a leaf define
a sequence of gaps, that if chased, follows a path in the
shortest-path graph of F .
III. S YSTEMATICALLY E XPLORING

THE

E NVIRONMENT

Now we develop a strategy with the guarantee that every
point in F appears eventually in the visibility region of the
robot. To present the strategy, we define a special point
in F , called the treasure, and show that independently of
which point of F is defined to be the treasure, the robot will
eventually see it.
Strategy 1: Looking for a treasure among indistinguishable convex obstacles with a gap sensor
Description: We construct a GNT according to the updates
in Section II-A. Additionally, the leaves of the tree are
labeled according to a counter, i. We call this label the
exploration label of the vertex. The exploration labels of
the m vertices corresponding to the initial m gaps observed
are set 1 trough m, and i is set to m + 1. The search
for the treasure proceeds by systematically chasing the gap
g corresponding to the leaf with the minimum exploration
label. Gap g is chased until its descendants are not known
(that is, until the corresponding leaf in the tree splits). In this
case, two new vertices are added to the root of the GNT, one
corresponding to g, and the other to the gap, g ′ , that split
from g. These two new vertices are labeled i and i + 1,
respectively, and i is set to i + 2 (see Figure 1). Note that
when two gaps merge, the internal vertex created is never

labeled for future exploration. If at any point the treasure
becomes visible, then the strategy successfully terminates.
Theorem 1: If there is a treasure, Strategy 1 is guaranteed
to find it.
Proof: Assume that from the initial position of the
robot, the treasure is found by following the shortest sequence of gaps [g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ]. Initially, for j = 1, gj is
visible, and therefore its vertex is labeled for exploration.
Recursively, when gj is chased, gj+1 will split from it, and
the corresponding vertices are labeled for future exploration.
Eventually, gk is chased and the treasure is found.
Note that Strategy 1 is easily extended to non-convex
obstacles. In such a case, gaps are chased until they split or
disappear, and the leaves corresponding to gap appearances
do not need to be labeled according to the counter.
Strategy 1 is terribly inefficient. Gaps are chased over
and over again, as exemplified in Figure 1. Suppose that
from the initial position of the robot, the shortest sequence
of chase(·) motion primitives that finds the treasure has
length k. Strategy 1 is a breadth-first search, in which each
node has a branching factor of 2 (when a gap splits, two more
nodes are added to the search queue, which is implemented
through the exploration labels). Therefore, if it performs k
chase(·) motion primitives in the optimal case, Strategy 1
performs O(2k ). Each vertex in the GNT corresponds to a
bitangent complement [24] of F . Two vertices in the tree are
said to be redundant if they correspond to the same bitangent
complement. The issue here is that when a gap without
known descendants splits, the newly created descendants
may already be in some other branch of the tree. How can
the robot detect redundant vertices?
IV. D ISTINGUISHING O BSTACLES
We define a left loop over obstacle O as the process of
the robot reaching some point of ∂O, and chasing l(O)
until ∂O is transversed exactly once. Similarly, a right
loop over obstacle O is defined by chasing r(O). Consider
the sequence of gap critical events as the robot performs
a left loop on some obstacle O, and compare it to the
sequence of gap critical events should the robot perform a
right loop on that same obstacle. We should expect these
sequences to be similar. To make this apparent, we define
four stacks of gaps, merge(l(O)), merge(r(O)), split(l(O)),
and split(r(O)), which are initially empty. When the robot
performs a left loop over O, gaps merging with r(O) are
pushed into merge(r(O)), and gaps splitting from l(O)
are pushed into split(l(O)). The stacks merge(l(O)) and
split(r(O)) are used similarly for a right loop over O.
Lemma 2: For initially empty stacks merge(l(O)),
merge(r(O)), split(r(O)), split(l(O)), after left and right
loops, the sequence of gaps in merge(l(O) is the reversal
up to a cyclic shift of the elements in merge(r(O)), and
split(l(O)) is the reversal up to a cyclic shift of the elements
in split(r(O)).
Proof: Let p ∈ ∂O be the point at which the left loop
over O starts, and let G(p) = [r(O), g1 , g2 , g3 , . . . , l(O)]

be the reading from the gap sensor at p. As the robot
chases l(O), gaps that were not visible from p, g1′ , g2′ , g3′ ,
etc., split from l(O); the same will eventually happen with
g1 , g2 , g3 , etc. When the robot reaches p, split(l(O)) =
[. . . , g3 , g2 , g1 , . . . , g3′ , g2′ , g1′ ]. Similarly, while chasing l(O),
gaps g1 , g2 , g3 , etc. merge (in that order) into r(O),
as do the gaps not initially visible from p, g1′ , g2′ , g3′ ,
etc. At the end of the left loop over O, merge(r(O)) =
[. . . , g3′ , g2′ , g1′ , . . . , g3 , g2 , g1 ]. Observe that split(l(O)) and
merge(r(O)) are the same sequence up to a cyclic shift.
Since split(r(O)) is the reversal of merge(r(O)), and
merge(l(O)) is the reversal of split(l(O)), the result follows.
Lemma 2 has important consequences for the structure of
branches in a Gap Navigation Tree:
Corollary 3: For O ∈ O, in a GNT without redundant
vertices, after left and right loops over O, the first descendant
of l(O) is the last descendant of r(O), and vice-versa.
Proof: This is just an alternative wording of Lemma 2
in terms of the GNT structure. After a left loop over
some obstacle, the length of merge(r(O)) determines the
maximum number of merges of l(O) and r(O) without
creating redundancies in the Gap Navigation Tree.
After a left loop over O ∈ O, consider the branch starting
at the root’s child associated with r(O). Observe that there
is a sequence of m consecutive vertices which correspond to
gaps merging into r(O). By Corollary 3, if more than m gaps
merged into r(O), then the tree contains redundant vertices,
and the branch can be pruned to the first m merges of r(O).
Another consequence of Corollary 3 is that the branch for the
root’s children associated with l(O) can be constructed from
the branch of r(O), and vice-versa. Note that in addition to
reversing the order of the merges, if a gap g merges to the left
(resp. right) of r(O), then it merges to the right (resp. left)
of l(O). Therefore, the branches corresponding to l(O) and
r(O) can be compared, and completed or pruned accordingly.
During the left and right loops over O, l(O) and r(O)
appear consecutively in the sensor reading. With this observation, we can identify when two gaps have the same origin:
Lemma 4: Let G(p) = [g1 , g2 , . . . , gn ] be the reading
from the gap sensor from point p ∈ F . If s(gi ) = lef t
and s(g1+(i mod n) ) = right, then o(gi ) = o(g1+(i mod n) ).
Proof: Remember that the gap sensor detects gaps in
a counterclockwise order. By assumption, there are no gaps
between gi and g1+(i mod n) , which means either that the
reading of the depth discontinuity sensor goes to infinity, or
that the portion of ∂F detected does not have any discontinuities from the current point of view. The first case contradicts
that the obstacle o(gi ) lies to the left of gi , and that obstacle
o(g1+(i mod n) ) lies to the right of g1+(i mod n) . The second
case implies that there is a connected portion of ∂F between
gi and g1+(i mod n) . Therefore, o(gi ) = o(g1+(i mod n) ).
Corollary 3 describes the structure of two branches when
the robot is at the boundary of some obstacle. To use
this result, the robot needs to perform left loops over the
obstacles. However, this is not possible in general, since the
robot cannot determine when it performed a complete loop
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Fig. 1. Search for a treasure with Strategy 1. (a) The two vertices corresponding to the initially visible gaps are labeled for exploration, and the robot
chases the gap associated with the minimum exploration label (label 1). (b) The gap being chased splits, and the new children are label consecutively
for exploration, labels 3 and 4. The next gap chased corresponds to the vertex labeled 2. (c) Two leaves merge, and the resulting vertex is not labeled
for exploration. (d) The gap being chased splits, with the children labeled for exploration with 5 and 6. (e) The gap associated with the vertex labeled 3
is chased, and the events are updated in the tree accordingly. (f) The gap being chased splits, with the children labeled 7 and 8. Note that the vertices
labeled 5 and 8 are associated with the same gap, but such correspondence is not made by Strategy 1. The search continues by chasing the gap associated
with the minimum exploration label.

around an obstacle. If we extend the robot model with a
single pebble, which extra information can the robot determine? Can the robot distinguish the origin of all gaps using
only the gap sensor and the pebble? Since the robot does
not have a sensor that immediately identifies the obstacles,
distinguishing obstacles means here that they are assigned
arbitrary but consistent labels.
With the addition of the pebble, the robot is provided with
a new motion primitive, surround(O), which commands the
robot to transverse completely the boundary of O ∈ O once.
Consider the following strategy:
Strategy 2: Looking for a treasure among indistinguishable obstacles with a gap sensor and a pebble
Description: We keep two counters: counter i for the exploration labels, and counter j for naming obstacles. Both
counters are initially set to 1. Observe that there are three
cases for the information available regarding the origin of a
gap g recorded in a vertex of the tree:
1) The origin of gap g is unknown.
2) The origin of gap g is unknown, but it can be determined it is the same origin as some other gap g ′ .
3) The origin of gap g is some obstacle Ok , for 1 ≤ k <
j.
The robot may not determine immediately that some
gaps are associated with the same obstacle. Therefore, some
obstacle may be labeled more than once. To handle this, the
label for the origin of a gap is kept in the corresponding
vertex of the tree.
For exploration, the m gaps from the first observation are
labeled 1 to m, and i is set to m + 1. Next, a GNT is
constructed following the events in Section II-A, according
to the following iteration:
1) Moving to an obstacle. Let g be the gap corresponding
to the vertex in the GNT with minimum label for
exploration. If no such gap exists, then the exploration
is complete since F contains no treasure. Otherwise,
the gap g is chased until the robot is in contact with

some obstacle O.
2) Labeling an obstacle. Since O was reached by chasing
g, O is the origin of g, and g is one of l(O) or r(O).
First, the exploration labels for the vertices of l(O) and
r(O) are removed. Second, the origin in both vertices
is set to Oj , and j is incremented.
3) Left loop over the obstacle. The robot drops the
pebble, and performs a left loop over obstacle O.
Every time l(O) splits without known descendants, the
vertex corresponding to the gap splitting from l(O) is
labeled i, and i is incremented. If a gap besides l(O)
splits without known descendants, then the events of
these descendants are ignored. They will eventually be
labeled in a future iteration.
4) Modifying branches. The branches of the root’s children corresponding to l(O) and r(O) are compared and
modified according to Corollary 3. The next iteration
proceeds with step 1.
If the treasure becomes visible at any point of the iteration,
then the strategy terminates with success. An example of this
strategy is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
We discuss the correctness of Strategy 2:
Theorem 5: If there is a treasure, strategy 2 is guaranteed
to find it.
Proof: Observe that the obstacles labels are a byproduct of Strategy 2, and do not determine the order in
which gaps are explored. Suppose that Strategy 1 finds the
treasure by chasing the sequence of gaps [g1 , g2 , . . . , gn ]. The
vertex corresponding to g1 receives an exploration label in
the initial step before the iteration. Recursively, starting with
i = 1, a left loop is performed over o(gi ), from which gi+1
splits (Lemma 2), and its vertex is labeled for exploration.
Eventually, a left loop is performed over o(gn ), which makes
the treasure visible.
We conjecture that the breadth-first search implemented
by Strategy 2 labels each obstacle exactly once. Therefore,
it would take at most O(|O|) iterations to find the treasure.
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Fig. 2. Search for a treasure with Strategy 2 (I). For convenience, we will refer to l(Oj ) and r(Oj ), with l(j) and r(j), respectively. (a) The obstacle
corresponding to the first boundary reached is labeled 1. The left and right gap of obstacle 1 are identified accordingly. A left loop over obstacle 1 is
performed from (b) to (d). As l(1) splits, the vertices of the gaps that split from l(1) are labeled for exploration. (e) The left loop over obstacle 1 is
completed, and the branch of l(1) is constructed according to Corollary 3. (f) The exploration continues chasing the gap associated with the vertex labeled 2
(continuation in Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Search for a treasure with Strategy 2 (II). Continuation of Figure 2. (a) When the new boundary is reached, the corresponding obstacle is labeled 2.
From (b) to (d) a left loop over obstacle 2 is completed. For convenience, we only show the visible sections of the branches at (b). In (f), the branches
are compared, and vertices labeled 4 and 5 are found to be l(1) and r(1) respectively. Also, the branch starting with l(2) is completed by mirroring the
branch starting with r(2). At this point, no vertex remains labeled for exploration, and it is guaranteed that the environment did not contain a treasure.

More importantly, if every obstacle is labeled exactly once,
Strategy 2 always terminates, as it does for the example
presented in Figures 2 and 3. At the time of writing we
do not have a prove to support these claims. However, with
a small modification, Strategy 2 is guaranteed to label each
obstacle exactly once, deciding the presence of a treasure
in O(|O|3 ) time:
Strategy 3: Looking for a treasure among indistinguishable obstacles with a gap sensor, a pebble, and backtracking
Description: First, observe that once a left loop over some
obstacle O ∈ O has been performed, a pebble is not needed
anymore to implement the surround(O) motion primitive. By
counting the number of gap critical events along ∂O, it can
be guaranteed to be transversed exactly once.
We modify Strategy 2 as follows. Assume that the label
given to O ∈ O is j. Once the left loop is completed in
step 3, the robot drops the pebble at Oj . For i = j − 1
down to 1, the robot chases back a gap with origin Oi , and
performs surround(Oi ). If during surround(Oi ) the pebble is
found, then Oi = Oj , the branches of the tree are matched
accordingly, the counter j is decremented, and the iteration
proceeds with step 1 of Strategy 2. Otherwise, if the pebble

is not found by surround(Oi ), Strategy 2 continues normally
with step 4.
This backtracking may avoid some unnecessary work. The
surround(·) motion primitive should be performed only on
obstacles with the same (cyclic) sequence of gap critical
events along their boundary as the sequence for ∂Oj .
Theorem 6: Strategy 3 decides in O(|O|3 ) time whether
there is a treasure.
Proof: An obstacle is only labeled with the current
value of the counter if it is found not to be labeled before.
Observe that for j > 1, surround(·) is performed j −1 times;
if no obstacle is reached twice, then Strategy 3 terminates
in Ω(|O|2 ) time. Otherwise, assume that for every O ∈ O,
l(O) splits O(n) times. In the worst case, O(n) gaps that
split from l(O) direct the robot to obstacles labeled before.
This means that Strategy 3 terminates in O(|O|3 ) time.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we presented exploration strategies for a mobile robot with limited sensing, moving among an unknown
collection of convex obstacles. We proved that a robot with a
gap sensor can systematically search the whole environment,

but it cannot decide whether every point of the free space
has been visible. With the addition of a pebble, the robot
can decide whether the environment has been completely
explored.
Assuming that the robot can distinguish among the collection of convex obstacles, the robot can recover the visibility
type [20] of the collection of obstacles, which encodes all
the information regarding critical changes in the visibility
region of a moving point among the obstacles. The visibility
type corresponds to cyclic sequences of bitangents along the
boundary of the obstacles. The visibility type determines
the tangent visibility graph [21], which is a generalization
of the visibility graph for obstacles whose boundaries are
not polygonal. In [20], based on the visibility type, pseudotriangulations are constructed. The sides of a pseudo-triangle
are free bitangents and arcs on the boundary of the obstacles.
Based on pseudo-triangulations, which are in fact oriented
matroids of rank 3 ([2]), the visibility complex [22] can be
constructed, allowing efficient visibility queries. Constructing the visibility complex from the information gathered by
the robot described here seems feasible, and we consider it
as future work.
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